Abstract : The change of the structure of seismic event sequences in focal area in preparation period of strong earthquakes has been studied. Findings show that weak earthquake clustering in time increases in earlier stage of forming of focal area. However, spatial clustering of seismic events rises at the latest stage.
Introduction
A study of the dynamic patterns of the location and time structure of a sequence of seismic events occurring in the preparation field of a large earthquake is of theoretical and practical importance for understanding the physical processes occurring in the focal area , creating an adequate theory of earthquake preparation , and forecasting seismic activity periods. It was shown that the spatial field structures of earthquake epicenters of large seismically active regions have similar, hierarchical character and that the fractal dimension of this field is less than 2[ Using this method to study the seismic structure of focal zones of earthquakes allows us to learn about the evolutionary stages of the seismically active area during earthquake preparation.
Research methods
We consider representative seismic events of large (M >5) earthquakes occurring in the preparation field for long enough term ( 25-30 years). From these events, with a shift in one event, we formed a sequence of samples consisting of a fixed number of earthquakes_ Thus , the event scale is used but not the time scale.
We analyze the characteristics of the sample reflecting the degree of unevenness of development of seismicity in the spatial region and time , as well as the dynamical changes of these characteristics as the main shock is approached.
For each sample we use a pair of numbers ( Rgr, Vol.S to R"' and T"' values of 0. We will consider four extreme cases , defining a place for studying the sample within the unit square ( Fig. 1 ) :
• Earthquakes are located in regular intervals in space and in time: (0,0).
• Sample earthquakes are localized in space but are distributed in time at regular intervals : ( 1 , 0) .
• Earthquakes are distributed in the spatial area evenly but are clustered in time : ( 0 , 1 ) .
• Earthquakes are localized in both space and time: (1,1).
The sequence of samples describes the tendency of change within the unit square that we tried to trace.
The relevancy of the numerical modeling to real physical processes in many respects depends on the credibility of the input parameters. These include the spatial size of the area, the size of a unit cell into which this area is broken, the time interval during which we can neglect features of earthquake distribution, the volume of the individual sample, and the metrics referring the given set to this or that point of space (R"',T"'). We will review these parameters in detail.
The highest level of clustering of earthquakes in both time and space in natural conditions is observed during aftershock activity. Therefore it is natural to consider what exact character of grouping corresponds to position ( 1 , 1) in the square ( R.,., T.,.) . This circumatance in many respects defines a choice of modeling parameters.
We take as a unit cell of space the area equal to the aftershock distribution area, which can be identified with ..\ Let N be the number of earthquakes in the sample and n 2 be the number of cells into which the spatial area is divided and in which range we can neglect the location of epicenters and only consider their quantity.
As a measure of the spatial density of earthquakes we will consider a function representing the relation of the dispersion of the real distribution of earthquakes on unit cells to the dispersion of the same volume of the environment during maximum aftershock clustering when all earthquakes are concentrated into one cell :
here N ( i ,j) is the number of epicenters in a certain cell and N is the average in cells.
The measure of the density of sample earthquakes in time is defined as follows :
where the sum index k is defined as the whole part of the relation
here T. is the time interval between the first and last earthquakes of the sample , T., is the average duration of aftershocks of earthquakes with magnitudes equal to the magnitude of the investigated earthquake.
It is easy to check that the input of the value of T., We analyzed the trajectories of points with coordinates ( R.,, T.,) for three large earthquakes in their preparation period ( Fig. 2) : the Isfara-Batkentsky earthquake in 1977 with M = 6. 3 ( Fig. 2 (a) ) , the Kajrakumsky earthquake in 1985 with M = 5. 9 ( Fig.2 Vol.S 1 can testify that is characterized by considerable similarity of various focus zones that are set within the given structure.
